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Thomas Feijk
Bio
Tomi Niittumäki, also known as Thomas Feijk, was born in Finland in 1987. When he was
nine years old Tomi and his family moved to Switzerland and there his passion for electronic
music burst into flames. One of his friend's parents were musicians and in their home studio
young Tomi did his first experiments with composing.
When Tomi returned to Finland four years later he didn't abandon his blooming career but
started working even harder to achieve his goal of being a world-class producer. Drawing
inspiration form producers like Above & Beyond and 16 Bit Lolitas, Tomi composed songs
every day and, to widen his perspective, learned to play the guitar and saxophone. He also did
regular DJ gigs and sneakily played some of his own songs to the audience between club hits.
Tomi's first vinyl release was ‘Fraud’ for Öften Grüven Recordings in 2007 which gained
support from major names like Paul Van Dyk and Pete Tong. His reputation spread wider as
The First Touch (Original Mix) won the TATW #145 web vote in 2007. Later on Finnish
trance label Finity Digital released the tune with a remix. In 2009 Tomi's collaboration with
Richard Davidson, Stuck In A Flying Microwave (Progressive Mix), was played in ASOT
radioshow by the one and only Armin Van Buuren.
Most recently Tomi has been adding vocal parts to his songs, and his new release Taxi Driver
for Ask4 Records features a talented Finnish singer Sonja Sorvola. Taxi Driver is also the
first Thomas Feijk song that has been played in Finnish FM radio. Keep yourself tuned for
more from Thomas Feijk, for this young producer promises you haven't seen anything yet!
Disco
Releases
Thomas Feijk - Fraud [Öften Grüven] 2007
Gedna & Thomas Feijk - Green EP [Öften Grüven] 2007
Thomas Feijk - Hahaha/Digger [Öften Grüven] 2008
Thomas Feijk - Toaster/The First Touch [Finity Digital] 2008
Thomas Feijk feat. Sonja - Trap [Finity Digital] 2008
Richard Davison & Thomas Feijk - Stuck In A Flying Microwave [Finity Global] 2009
Thomas Feijk & Jonas Hornblad feat. Sonja - Taxi Driver [Ask4] 2009
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